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Preface

T

he purpose of ICPAK Audit
Software is to help ICPAK
practitioners improve their audit
quality while conducting the audit
process. Modern technology has called
for professionals to align themselves
with changes in technology at the same
time complying with the professional
standards.
The software aims at enhancing audit
quality as well as members compliance
with the requirement of auditing standards
while conducting the audit process. It is
hoped that through this software audit
quality will improve compliance.

FCPA Julius Mwatu
Chairman
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he ICPAK Audit Software was developed
under my leadership and guidance
with the technical team of CPA Nebart
Avutswa, Dennis Milgo, CPA Rahab
Ntoiti, John Kaluvu, CPA Patrick Ibuka, CPA
Evans Olonje, CPA Vanice Muia and Richard
Kipsang.
We acknowledge the significant contribution
from the Practitioners Development Committee
(PDC) towards the review and validation of
this report. We remain indebted to CPA Rose
Mwaura, CPA Denish Osodo, FCPA S. Abeid,
CPA B. Amukah. CPA K. Mbuthia, CPA J.
Mulindwa, CPA E. Ng’ang’a, CPA A. Abdi, CPA
G. Sagala, CPA H. Wasike, CPA J. Mutunga,
CPA L. Ng’ang’a and other practitioners.
This software could not have been possible
without the effort of many others including the
Institute’s Council, Committees, Secretariat,
Editor, Designer and the Printers to mention a
few, who in one way or another contributed to
the development of this software.
Receive our sincere gratitude.

CPA Edwin Makori
Chief Executive Officer
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Message from the Convener,
Practitioners Development Committee

I

t is my great pleasure to present to you the
ICPAK Audit software which has been the
culmination of many years of hard work by
the Practitioners Development Committee
supported by the entire secretariat team.
The software is envisioned to help members
automate their audit practices at an affordable
and subsidized cost which has been a key
mandate of the Committee.
The software, which closely follows the model
audit file will greatly enhance audit quality as
it makes it easy to follow the required audit
steps.
My hope is that we can continue to work
together for the betterment of our members
and the accountancy profession as a whole.
CPA Rose Mwaura,
Convener Practitioners
Development Committee
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Background

T

he auditing profession is currently at a critical juncture. Recent advancements in
information technology in conjunction with real-time approaches to conducting
business demand a rethink of the audit methodologies. In essence, for the audit to
remain relevant it must adapt to the changing needs of investors.

Traditionally, following the initial establishment of a contractual arrangement between the
auditor and the auditee, an audit engagement typically proceeds with a risk assessment and
formulation of an audit plan delineating the scope and objectives of the audit. Following this,
auditors collect and analyse audit evidence and form opinions pertaining to internal controls as
well as reliability of the information provided by management. At the engagement conclusion,
auditors present a formal report expressing their opinion. This approach is however labour
intensive and has been characterised by high costs and significant time delays associated with
information collection, processing, and reporting.
On the other hand, advancement in information technology, evolving markets and changing client information needs require practitioners to move away from the traditional practice and
make significant investments in technology and skill, in order to develop and deliver a higher
quality audit to better serve the interests of investors and maintaining profitability. Failure to
respond to these developments would have adverse effects, and the profession as we know it
will become less relevant and at worst we might not remain in business at all. But if we harness
the opportunities that technology disruption offers us then we have a very exciting and integral
role to play.
In bid to enhance audit quality by modernizing the audit approach and in response to the
changing business environment, ICPAK has developed an affordable audit software in
consultation with Small and Medium sized Practitioners in Kenya. Use of this software by
practitioners is expected to enable an efficient methodological approach to performing the
audit and documenting the outcome of work performed, as well as promote compliance to
auditing standards and other regulatory requirements.
This software, that has been developed in compliance with the highest industry standards will
foster efficiencies and timeliness in the audit process by automating time-consuming tasks,
increasing the speed and access to audit documentation and evidence as well as introducing a
competitive edge to the firms.
As a regulatory accountancy body that is concerned with development, growth and relevance
of our members, ICPAK understands that investing in Information Technology and skills
development can be expensive, for the Small and Medium Sized firms. Thus, the software will
be offered at a subsidized rate to enable all firms access and utilisation of the service.
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ICPAK Audit Software

T

he ICPAK Audit Software is a web-based application designed to enable audit firms to
perform their audit processes while adhering to ISAs guidelines and using the latest
and acceptable methodologies, and to generate draft financial statements and reports.

The software has an intuitive User Interface that is easy to navigate and provides a convenient
and smooth transition from various available Audit Modules.
Software Overview
The Audit Software has the following key functionalities:
• User management
• Clients Management
• Client Files Management
• Lead Schedules and Audit Programmes
• Financial Reporting
Software Requirements
You will need the following requirements to access the Audit Software:
• Latest Web Browser: (Google Chrome, Mozilla Firefox or Microsoft Edge). Internet
Explorer is not supported.
• Internet Access
Technologies Used
The ICPAK Audit Software is developed using the latest technologies in the web industry.
• PHP (Laravel Framework – version 5.7)
• MySQL Database
• JavaScript (Vue JS Framework – version 2.5.17)
• HTML5
• CSS (Twitter Bootstrap – version 3)
Sensitization, Rollout and Training Report
We shall sensitize by:
• Sending E-Connect messages to practitioners on the availability of the software
• Delivering presentations in practitioner’s training events
Roll out Plan
We target at least a quarter of the practitioners in the table below:

Target Subscribers

Goal

How Measured

200 Practitioners

On launch, we target at least a quarter of the
subscribers will sign up.
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Launch Strategy
We are launching the software using the following strategy.
Launch Strategy
Our Customers

1. We will contact practitioners through email and inform them
about our Audit software.
2. We will provide all the necessary resources to allow them to
purchase the license.

Competitors’
Customers

1. We will contact them through the email and inform them about
our new Audit software.
2. We will convince them that we offer affordable services with
tailormade solutions.
3. We will provide all the necessary resources to allow them to
purchase the license.

The roll out plan will be as follows:
• Send software registration link to practicing members
• Those who will be interested will register and purchase the software licence
• Once they have purchased the license, they will be given access to use the audit software.
• Provide technical support as and when required to our subscribers.

Product Pricing
The ICPAK Audit Software will be unveiled as a “Software as a Service” (SaaS) on subscription
basis determined by the number of system users.
The proposed license fees shall be as follows on introductory price for year one which is 2019.
Subsequently, the prices will be determined by the Council and communicated accordingly.
Price (YEARLY)
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Single User

Ksh 7,500

1-3 User License

Ksh 21,000

4-8 User License

Ksh 55,000

9-15 User License

Ksh 105,000

16-25 User License

Ksh 175,000

Software Backup Plan
The ICPAK Audit Software will automatically take system and databases backups and securely
upload them to a cloud server periodically.
The system administrator will monitor the health of the backups to ensure that they are
correctly stored and always available for restoration.

Launch Readiness
All our functional areas are ready for launching the software:
Functional Area

Not Ready

Caution

Ready

Customer Support

yes

Product Delivery

yes

Accounting/Finance

yes

Marketing (promotion)

yes
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Launch Activities
Organize
Activity/Deliverable
Purchase the Virtual Private Server and other hosting services
Evaluation
Activity/Deliverable
Check that all the system requirements are met
Evaluate the Audit Software source code
Review the System Terms and Conditions
Preparation
Activity/Deliverable
Configure the server
Upload the ICPAK Audit Software to server
Test the software on the production server
Execution
Activity/Deliverable
Go live into production
Receive Subscriptions
Support & Training
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Risks
We are anticipating the following risk or obstacles during and after the software launch:
Risk

Impact on

Comments

Launch
Team Risk

Medium

During Launch, all the affected departments
should play their roles promptly to ensure that
no operation is stalled.

Internet connectivity

High

There may be circumstances that internet
connectivity may be down. This may affect the
setup and launch of the software.

Reputational risks

Medium

This will arise since the Institute being the
vendor of the software will be expected to
provide end to end compliance software.
However, due to the dynamic nature of
information technology, some practitioners may
be technologically challenged. This may strain
the relationship between the Institute and some
of its members.

Summary
The ICPAK Audit Software is expected to be self-sustaining if the uptake is over 200 firms with
an average of 3 subscribers including the partner. ICPAK being the owner of the license will
issue annual licenses depending on the number of users per firm. This will progressively bring
perpetual income to the Institute while on the flipside helping practitioners reduce the cost of
operations as well as increase levels of compliance with the applicable standards.
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